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Unequal Packet Loss Resilience for
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Abstract—Several embedded video coding schemes have
been recently developed for multimedia streaming over IP. In
particular, fine-granular-scalability (FGS) video coding has
been recently adopted by the MPEG-4 standard as the core
video-compression method for streaming applications. From
its inception, the FGS scalability structure was designed to be
packet-loss resilient especially under unequal packet-loss protection (UPP). However, since the introduction of FGS, there has not
been a comprehensive study evaluating its packet-loss resilience
under unrecoverable packet losses that are common in Internet
streaming applications. In this paper, we evaluate two important
aspects of FGS packet-loss resilience. First, we study the impact
of applying UPP between the base- and enhancement-layers
on FGS-based streams, and we compare equal packet-loss protection (EPP) with UPP scenarios. Second, we introduce the
notion of fine-grained loss protection (FGLP), which is suitable
for the FGS enhancement-layer, and we develop an analytical
framework for evaluating FGLP bounds. Based on these bounds,
we show the impact of applying fine-grained protection to the
FGS enhancement-layer for different types of video sequences
and over a wide range of bit-rates and packet-loss ratios. As
illustrated by our extensive simulation results, applying 1) UPP
between the base- and enhancement-layers and 2) FGLP for the
FGS enhancement-layer can provide significant resilience under
moderate-to-high packet-loss ratios (e.g., 5–10%). Furthermore,
the merits of this new packet-loss protection technique go beyond
the FGS coding scheme, because FGLP can be successfully applied
to improve the resilience to packet-losses of other embedded video
coding techniques.
Index Terms—Error resilience and control techniques over IP,
multimedia coding for IP transmission.

I. INTRODUCTION

I

NTERNET video streaming applications usually suffer
from high packet-loss ratios due to the underlying “best-effort” model of the Internet protocol (IP) [5], [15]. Therefore,
many packet-loss recovery mechanisms have been used in
conjunction with unreliable transport protocols (e.g., UDPs)
that support real-time Internet applications. Nevertheless, there
are many cases when the packet-loss recovery mechanism
cannot guarantee 100% recovery [1], [4]. Consequently, when
unrecoverable packet losses occur, it is very desirable to have a
video coding scheme that is resilient to such losses. Moreover,
for streaming applications, the selected video scheme should be
capable of adapting to the unpredictable variation in bandwidth
over the Internet [15], [19], [22]. Fine-granular-scalability
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(FGS) has been recently developed to meet these requirements [1], [4], and has also been adopted by MPEG-4 as the
video-coding tool for streaming applications [3]. Although
the bandwidth-adaptability features of FGS have already been
covered [4], its resilience to unrecoverable losses over the
Internet has not yet been analyzed or studied. Furthermore,
the relatively small number of papers that concentrate on the
performance of coding techniques on unreliable channels,
focus mostly on wireless and ATM environments, and employ
traditional scalability schemes which are different from FGS.
For example, in [23], Aravind et al. compared the performance
of an MPEG-2 nonscalable (NS) coder to that of MPEG-2 SNR,
spatial and temporal scalability for unreliable ATM-networks.
However, in the Internet video streaming case, where larger size
packets are lost and the real-time adaptability to the variable
bandwidth characteristics is essential, the results mentioned
in [23] are no longer valid. Therefore, it becomes clear that
new coding and error concealment techniques are required for
Internet video streaming.
In [7] and [19], Girod et al. investigated the packet-loss
resilience of a hierarchical spatio-temporal scalable coder
that uses an H.263 compatible base-layer for Internet video
streaming. An unequal packet-loss protection (UPP) strategy
has been used for transmission, by fully protecting the baselayer using Reed-Solomon (RS) codes. Experimental results
showed that this scalable coder has a more gradual degradation
in picture quality as the packet loss probability increases,
than the NS H.263 codec. However, this method has several
drawbacks compared with the MPEG-4 FGS solution: higher
complexity (two motion–compensation loops are required), less
resilience to packet losses (inter-frame coding at the enhancement-layer leads to error propagation), and lower adaptability
to changing bandwidth characteristics. Nevertheless, the
efficient forward error correction (FEC) and packetization
mechanism proposed in [7] and [19] can be easily extended to
MPEG-4 FGS.
In [22], Tan and Zakhor introduced an embedded three-dimensional (3-D) subband coding scheme for real-time video
transmission over the Internet. The compressed video was packetized into individually decodable packets of equal expected
visual importance and employed a low-delay TCP-friendly
protocol for transmission. The performance evaluation under
moderate losses revealed better results then an MPEG-1 NS
codec. While the bandwidth scalability and error resilience of
this fine-granular 3-D subband technique resemble the MPEG-4
FGS characteristics, its performance without losses is lower
than for FGS because no motion-compensation is employed.
Also, a larger number of frame-memories is necessary, making
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Fig. 1. FGS scalability structure at the encoder, streaming server, and decoder for a typical Internet streaming application.

the solution proposed in [22] more difficult to implement for
low-cost and low-power devices. Moreover, for evaluations
against NS codecs, the MPEG-4 standard provides a more
interesting comparison point then MPEG-1 due to its improved
coding performance and more sophisticated resilience tools.
Nevertheless, the 3-D subband coding of [22] as well as the
MPEG-4 FGS technique evaluated here, constitute a new class
of scalable coding schemes that is able to fulfill two fundamental
requirements [15] for video transmission over IP:
1) fast adaptability to changing network conditions by providing bandwidth-scalability, where an a priori coded
fine-granular (embedded) bit-stream allows decoding at
multiple rates;
2) resilience to packet-losses.
In this paper, the MPEG-4 FGS video coding technique
is analyzed and evaluated with respect to its robustness for
Internet video transmission in the presence of unrecoverable
losses. In addition to demonstrating the resilience of FGS over
a wide range of bit-rates, we analyze its packet-loss robustness
in conjunction with equal packet-loss protection (EPP) and
UPP that takes advantage of the scalability structure of FGS.
Furthermore, a novel unequal fine-grained loss protection
(FGLP) strategy is introduced that is beneficial for the robust
Internet video transmission of FGS. The paper is organized as
follows. In Section II, the MPEG-4 FGS video coding scheme
employed for Internet video streaming is briefly presented
together with its packet-loss resilience attributes. The problem
statement as well as the main contribution of this paper is also
highlighted. Subsequently, in Section III, the FGS performance
is determined under both EPP and UPP between the baseand enhancement-layer. Moreover, a comparison between
FGS and the NS MPEG-4 codec has been performed from a
visual perspective. In Section IV, the impact of UPP within
the FGS enhancement-layer is evaluated and the notion of
FGLP is introduced together with an analytical framework for
evaluating FGLP bounds. Based on these bounds, we show
the impact of applying fine-grained protection to the FGS
enhancement-layer. In Section V, the conclusions are drawn.

II. FGS AND ITS PACKET LOSS RESILIENCE PROPERTIES
A. FGS-Tool for Internet Video Streaming
FGS has been recently introduced [1], [4], [5] to compensate
for the unpredictability and variability in bandwidth between
sender and receiver(s) over the Internet. FGS has also been
adopted by MPEG-4 as the video-coding tool for streaming applications [3], [12]. The scalability structure of the FGS method
is portrayed in Fig. 1. In addition to the base-layer, which is
coded with an MPEG-4 compliant NS coder, FGS consists of a
single enhancement-layer coded in a progressive (fine granular)
manner. Under this framework, the scalable video content can
.
be compressed over any desired bit-rate range
The base-layer is coded to a minimally acceptable quality of
must be chosen for coding
video. In this case, a bit-rate
the base-layer such that the available bandwidth (over the
at
time-varying network) is almost certainly higher than
. In addition, the base-layer video can
all times
be reliably delivered using retransmission or other packet-loss
recovery methods [4]. The enhancement-layer improves upon
the base-layer video, fully utilizing the available bandwidth at
transmission-time. The enhancement-layer is coded progressively (bit-plane by bit-plane1 ) employing either an embedded
wavelet or embedded DCT coding scheme [10]. All the
results shown in this paper are based on the low-complexity
bit-plane embedded-DCT approach that has been adopted by
the MPEG-4 standard for coding the FGS enhancement-layer
[3], [20]. The enhancement-layer frames are intra-coded, but
the coding efficiency from temporal redundancy exploitation
is partially retained because the MPEG-4 motion compensated
scheme is employed at the base-layer. A more detailed description of the FGS technique can be found in [3] and [4].
The enhancement-layer is over-coded using a bit-rate
. It is important to note that the range
can be determined off-line (e.g., for a particular
set of Internet access technologies). For unicast streaming, an
can be generated in
estimate for the available bandwidth
1In a progressive coder, the more significant bit-planes are transmitted prior
to the less significant bit-planes.
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real-time for a particular session. Based on this estimate, the
server transmits the enhancement-layer using a bit-rate
. Due to the fine-granularity of
the enhancement-layer, its real-time rate control aspect can be
implemented with minimal processing.
For multicast streaming, a set of intermediate bit-rates,
, can be used to partition the enhancement-layer
into substreams. In this case, fine-granular streams are multicasted using the bit-rates:
, with
.
Therefore, in both unicast and multicast scenarios, FGS provides the server with total flexibility in adapting to the network condition without adding significant complexity. Furthermore, when compared with other scalable approaches, FGS has
shown to provide a good balance between coding-efficiency and
scalability [6]. Nevertheless, when compared with a NS (i.e.,
single-layer) MPEG-4 codec operating at a particular bit-rate
and without packet-losses, FGS performance is lower, due to
the limited temporal redundancy exploitation within the FGS
enhancement-layer. To adapt to the large bandwidth variations
over the Internet, the MPEG-4 NS codec can also be employed
to encode and distribute video sequences at several “key” discrete rates corresponding to typical connection speeds. Thus,
at encoding time (i.e., off-line), several NS streams are coded
at different bit-rates. Subsequently, at transmission time, the
server switches among these streams in real-time in response
to changing conditions over the network (e.g., changes in available bandwidth or packet-loss events) to best match the client’s
available bandwidth. In the remainder of this paper, the FGS
performance under packet-losses is compared against that of
the MPEG-4 NS coder employing the previously described dynamic stream switching mechanism.
B. Error Resilience Properties of FGS
Another important characteristic of the FGS coding scheme,
which was designed for Internet video streaming, is its resilience
to IP packet-losses. Several characteristics of the FGS coding
scheme contribute to its robustness.
1) No error propagation. Since the FGS enhancement-layer
is intra-frame coded, the impact of packet losses is localized to the particular enhancement-layer picture(s) experiencing the losses.
2) Unequal packet-loss protection (UPP). Since packetlosses are inherent to Internet transmission, unequal protection can help allocate system resources (bandwidth)
more efficiently and provide a good quality of service.
As FGS is a scalable coding scheme, consisting of a
base and an enhancement-layer, different error-protection schemes could be employed for the two layers. In
particular, reliable delivery of the base-layer video is of
prime importance and consequently, a higher protection
level can be supported for this layer.
3) Lower packet loss probability for the FGS base-layer than
for single-layer. Since the amount of data to be protected
is lower for the FGS base-layer than for a NS coder operating at the same bit-rate, for an identical packet loss
rate, the number of packets lost from the FGS base-layer
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is lower than for the NS stream. This implies that if equal
error protection or retransmission is employed, a smaller
percentage of significant data will be corrupted in the FGS
case.
4) Error resilience over a wide range of bit-rates and packetlosses. Since the packet-loss rates and bandwidth availability are unknown at encoding time, a robust compression algorithm should be able to adapt to changing bandwidth. As it will be shown in Section III, our experiments
revealed that FGS performance steadily increased with
the bit-rate if UPP is used.
5) Better FGS performance compared to conventional SNR
scalability. Due to the fine-granularity in FGS, the different bit-planes covering the entire image could be packetized separately, unlike the case of discrete multi-layer
SNR scalability, where several bit-planes are coded together. Therefore, in the FGS case, if a less significant bitplane in the enhancement-layer is lost, the entire image
can still be enhanced using the already received more significant bit-planes. However, with traditional SNR scalability, if a part of the enhancement-layer is lost, the entire corrupted layer and the already decoded enhancement-layers for that frame need to be skipped to avoid annoying artifacts due to varying qualities within the image.
C. Scope of the Paper
FGS has recently been adopted in the MPEG-4 standard as
the core video-compression method for streaming applications
because it is capable of easily adapting to the unpredictable variation in bandwidth over the Internet. However, the resilience
of FGS to unrecoverable packet-losses has not yet been established, and constitutes an equally important component in the
evaluation of FGS for video transmission over IP. It is the aim
of this paper to establish the resilience of FGS to unrecoverable packet-losses and to determine protection strategies that
increase its robustness. Furthermore, all previous comparisons
between FGS and the NS MPEG-4 coder have been performed
in the absence of packet-losses. However, for video transmission over IP, the impact of unrecoverable packet-losses on the
performance of both codecs needs to be considered for a realistic comparison. Therefore, we compared the newly introduced
MPEG-4 FGS tool with the MPEG-4 NS codec for different
types of video sequences and over a wide range of bit-rates and
packet-loss ratios. The comparison has been performed for both
EPP and UPP.
Another contribution of this paper is that the UPP concept is
not only applied between base- and enhancement-layers, like in
most alternative scalable coding techniques [7], [19], but also
prioritization within the enhancement-layer is employed. For
example, taking advantage of the fine-granularity of FGS, a
higher level of protection can be assigned to the more significant bit-planes. Consequently, two UPP-based aspects were addressed regarding the packet-loss resilience of FGS.
1) The impact of providing (virtually) 100% protection for
the base-layer while allowing the enhancement-layer to
suffer significantly higher packet loss ratios. In this case,
although different levels of protection are used for the
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base- and enhancement-layers, the entire data within the
enhancement-layer is treated equally.
2) The impact of exploiting the embedded nature of the enhancement-layer by providing UPP within the fine-granular FGS layer.
These two aspects of the FGS packet-loss resilience are investigated in-depth within this paper. First, in Section III, we compare equal and unequal packet-loss-protection scenarios over a
wide range of bit-rates. Subsequently, in Section IV, we address
the second aspect of the FGS packet-loss-resilience analysis: the
impact of UPP within the FGS enhancement-layer. We exploit
the fine granular nature of the FGS enhancement-layer and introduce the notion of FGLP. Under FGLP, in addition to providing a higher level of protection for the base-layer, the enhancement-layer is partitioned into an arbitrary number of finegrained sublayers, to which different levels of protection can
be assigned. The merits of this new packet-loss protection technique go beyond the FGS coding scheme, because FGLP can be
successfully applied to improve the resilience to packet-losses
of other embedded video coding techniques [13], [14].
III. FGS RESILIENCE UNDER EQUAL AND UNEQUAL
PACKET-LOSS PROTECTION BETWEEN BASE- AND
ENHANCEMENT-LAYERS
A. The Effective Packet-Loss Ratio (EP) Parameter
Many extensive studies performed over the Internet revealed
that the packet loss ratio can vary widely (e.g., 1%–20%) [3],
[5], [15]. Moreover, the amount of lost-packet recovery can
also be considerably different (e.g., 0%–100%) depending on
the network condition and the recovery scheme employed [3],
[7]. In that regard, an important parameter, called the effective
packet-loss-ratio (EP), is introduced to express the relation
between the actual packet-loss-ratio (PLR) and the recovery
ratio (RR), which is the percentage of lost packets that are
recovered. The EP is

For example, if a stream experiences a PLR of 10%, and due to a
good packet-loss recovery mechanism 90% of those lost packets
), then the effective packet
are recovered on time (i.e.,
. Therefore, EP represents the
loss ratio is only 1%
amount of unrecoverable packets.2
The EP parameter also provides a simple tool for emulating
different levels of UPP. In the case of scalable streams consisting
of a base-layer and an enhancement-layer (such as FGS), UPP is
achieved by providing a higher level of protection3 for the baselayer which leads to a higher RR (or a lower EP). This translates
and
of EPs for the base and
into different values
enhancement-layers, respectively. To evaluate the performance
of different levels of UPP between the base and enhancement2The terminology “unrecoverable” packets refer to packets that are not received by the time needed for decoding. In some cases, packets are eventually
received by the client but they arrive after their decode time.
3Higher protection for the base layer can be realized either through transmission over reliable channels (e.g., with quality-of-service guarantees), by employing priority retransmission, or by using more robust FEC codes.

layers, we express the overall EP as a weighted sum of
and

where
is the probability that a packet chosen at
random from a scalable stream is a base-layer (enhanceis the total bit-rate,
ment-layer) packet. If
then the above expression can be estimated as

For given values of EP and bit-rates (
and
), the
resilience of a scalable stream can be evaluated by varying
the EPs for the base and enhancement-layers (i.e.,
and
). One key advantage of this formulation is that it
provides an abstract framework for evaluating the resilience of
scalable streams independent of the particular mechanism(s)
used for delivering and protecting the data. In Section III-B,
we use this framework to evaluate the packet-loss resilience
of FGS streams under both EPP and UPP between the baseand enhancement-layer. In Section IV, we derive a general
expression for the EP under the framework of FGLP.
B. Simulation Results for FGS and Nonscalable Streams
Under EPP
In this section, we show the simulation results obtained
by applying one extreme case of EPs to the FGS base-layer:
. This case represents the scenario
when both the base- and enhancement-layer streams are treated
equally [i.e., equal packet-loss protection (EPP)]. Therefore,
this represents the worst-case scenario for the FGS packet-loss
resilience. For comparison, we apply the same EP to NS
streams coded using MPEG-4. Since both the FGS base-layer
and the NS streams suffer from packet-losses, a robust and
consistent approach needs to be adopted for concealing the lost
video data. The Appendix provides a brief description of the
video concealment method we used for the FGS base-layer and
NS streams.
For the experiments, several video sequences have been evaluated that contain different variations of textures and motion,
thereby providing a good representation of the content transmitted over the Internet. All sequences were coded at CIF-resolution in progressive 4:2:0 YUV format at 10 frames/s. Each
to provide
sequence was coded using MPEG-4 at a bit-rate
a common base-layer stream for both FGS and the NS case. For
FGS, a single enhancement-layer was generated to cover a banduntil a
width range starting from the base-layer bit-rate
(e.g., for cable-modem Internet access
maximum bit-rate
kbit/s and
Mbit/s). For
technologies,
the NS streams, in addition to the common base-layer (obtained
by employing a fixed quantization parameter (QP) of 28), the
MPEG-4 NS encoder was used to generate several single-layer
streams coded with a fixed QP of 15, 10, 6, and 3, respectively. Subsequently, FGS has been used to cover the same bandwidth range as the NS streams. The FGS rate-control is extremely simple, involving simply “cutting” the embedded coded
layer at the desired rate. In the experiments, a GOP structure
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Fig. 2.
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Packet-loss resilience of NS and FGS under EPP.

of 21 frames has been used (i.e.,
). The NS and FGS
, which
base-layer streams also included B-frames
improved the overall resilience of these streams significantly.
and
(Experiments performed with a GOP-structure of
revealed that if no B-frames are used, the performance
of both FGS and the NS coder decreases. The better resilience
was expected because packetof GOP-structures with
losses in B-frames are not propagating, since they are not used as
a reference for motion-compensation. However, since the packet
loss probability for the FGS base-layer is lower than for the
single-layer at the same transmission rate, FGS performance is
less unprotected by the absence of the B-frames.)
Due to the random nature of Internet packet losses and
their impact on compressed video, at each tested bit-rate and
for each EP value, 50 different runs of the experiments were
conducted for each FGS and NS single-layer-stream. For each
experiment, a different packet-loss pattern was generated by a
random number generator initialized each time with a different
seed. The SNR value computed from each experiment was used
to determine the average SNR plotted in the following figures.
Furthermore, the objective measurements were verified by subjective evaluations performed on an extensive set of sequences
containing various motion-characteristics and textures. Finally,
it is important to mention that in our experiments, each IP
packet carries a maximum of 492 bytes of video payload.4
We conducted the equal-packet-loss protection tests for several EP values. Fig. 2 shows the results of two MPEG-4 test
sequences—Foreman and Coastguard—under three typical EP
values [15]: 1%, 5%, and 10%. The figure shows that even under
this worst-case scenario for FGS (i.e., equal protection for the
base and enhancement layers), FGS streams are more packet
loss resilient than NS streams, in particular at 5% and 10%. In
addition, while FGS performance either improves or stabilizes
as a function of the bit-rate, the performance of NS coding could
actually degrade as the bit-rate increases. This is because for a
4This number is selected to adhere to certain Internet networking constraints
that limit the size of an IP packet. Choosing large packet sizes could result in
higher packet loss ratios, while very small size packets result in high overhead
(Section IV-B).

given effective-packet-loss ratio, losses impact a larger number
of pictures at higher than at lower bit-rates, leading to more
degradation for the NS streams as the bit-rate increases. The
FGS structure, by design, prevents the propagation of the corrupted image-areas and limits the impact of packet losses to the
unprotected enhancement-layer frames only.
Also, it is very important to mention that due to its fine-granularity, FGS can be truncated at each particular bit-rate. Thus, the
FGS performance plots of Fig. 2 are truly continuous. However,
for the NS streams, the continuous performance plots depicted
in Fig. 2 represent an ideal case that can be approached only
if an extremely large number of NS streams at a multitude of
bit-rates were a priori coded and stored at the server side.
Another expected observation which can be made from Fig. 2
is that sequences with higher motion (Foreman) are more unprotected by packet-losses than lower motion sequences (Coastguard).
C. Simulation Results for FGS Streams Under UPP
In this section, we show the simulation results obtained by
. Therefore,
applying another extreme case of EPs:
this case simulates the scenario of 100% protection of the FGS
base-layer. Hence, all the losses are clustered in the FGS en. It is important to
hancement-layer and
note that in this case we treat all enhancement-layer packets as
equally important. Therefore, although this case is an extreme
(best-case) scenario in differentiating between the base-layer
and the enhancement-layer, it is a worst-case scenario in differentiating among the enhancement-layer packets. Fig. 3 shows
the simulation results5 comparing the performance of FGS
under this scenario (UPP) and the previous scenario (EPP).
The figure clearly shows the significant improvements that can
be obtained by using unequal packet loss protection between
the FGS base- and enhancement-layer. These results are in
line with the conclusions of [7] and [19], which evaluated the
packet-loss resilience of a hierarchical spatio-temporal scalable
5The simulations have been performed under the same testing conditions as
employed for EPP (see Section III-B).
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Fig. 3. Packet-loss resilience of FGS under UPP and EPP. The abrupt initial slope for FGS under UPP is because initially (at low bit-rates) the transmitted stream
mainly consists of the base-layer (i.e., there is only enough bandwidth for the base-layer and a small portion of the enhancement layer). Consequently, the base-layer
is subjected to packet losses, since it constitutes a higher percentage of the whole stream than the packet-loss ratio. However, as the bit-rate increases, a larger part
of the enhancement-layer is transmitted, and thus UPP can be more effective in protecting the base-layer.

coder using better packet-loss protection mechanisms for the
base-layer.
For the NS case, we employed a UPP strategy that assigns
different priorities to the various frame-types. (Different UPPstrategies can be employed for the NS codecs, but they would
require an increased server complexity compared with the FGS
scenario.) This is because each frame-type has a different impact
upon the overall-image quality of the video sequence.
• The I-frames have the highest priority since all the frames
in the GOP are predicted based on them.
• The P-frames have a lower priority than the I-frames and
higher than B-frames, because they are used for the prediction of subsequent P- and B-frames. Also, the closer a
P-frame is to the beginning of a GOP, the higher its priority is. This is because subsequent P- and B-frames rely
on it.
• The B-frames have the lowest priority because no other
frames use them for prediction, and thus an error in a
B-frame is limited to the frame experiencing the loss.
For FGS, only the base-layer data, which represents 10%–50%
of the entire decoded stream (depending on the transmission
bit-rate), needs to be protected. However, for the NS streams,
the I- and P-frames represent more than 50% of the data within
the GOP independent of the transmission bit-rate (if at least two
B-frames are coded between each subsequent P-frames). Therefore, in order to provide a fair comparison between FGS and
the NS streams under UPP, the same amount of data needs to
—the size of the FGS
be protected in both cases, namely,
base-layer. At higher bit-rates, the number of packets carrying I.
and P-frames data is larger than the number of packets for
and
are the number of packets carrying IHence, if
and P-frames respectively, then at higher bit-rates,

Fig. 4. Percentage of protected P-packets by the UPP mechanism. (The
bit-rate range for the two sequences is different since the simulation was based
on constant QP rate-control).

, with
being the total number of packets for the baselayer. Consequently, only the I-frames and the first packets of
P-frames within each GOP can be protected (see Fig. 4), while
and
the remainder packets of the P-frames
the B-frames are left unprotected

and
The unprotected packets of a NS stream under UPP have then
an EP of
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Fig. 5. Frame #14 from the Foreman sequence coded at 332 kbit/s, with NS QP = 6 (left) and FGS with UPP (right) both after one packet-loss event. For FGS,
the entire enhancement-layer of this frame is lost (i.e., a worst case scenario), and the image quality is reduced to the base-layer quality. However, in the NS case,
due to a packet-loss in a previous frame, the error propagated, leading to a distorted image.

From Fig. 4 it can be concluded that many NS coded frames remain unprotected for packet-losses. Whenever a packet is lost
in a NS coded P-VOP, the decrease in quality becomes noticeable, since the frame-rate is relatively low (10 frames/s) and the
image is often considerably distorted (see Fig. 5). The perceptual image quality is especially affected for sequences with a
high-degree of motion, since the concealment techniques are not
very effective in this case.6
For the FGS coding scheme under UPP, the impact of packetlosses on the image quality is considerably lower. The reason
is that in the FGS UPP case, if a packet is lost, the image
quality of the affected frame does not drop below the base-layer
quality. Then, the subjective evaluation of the FGS video-clips
under UPP revealed that even if an entire enhancement-layer
picture is lost, the human visual system is capable of filtering
this loss between consecutive frames, such that the perceptual
image quality loss is negligible.
These experiments revealed that if UPP is employed between
the base- and enhancement-layers of the FGS streams, significant resilience can be obtained independent of the bit-rate and
packet-loss ratio. Therefore, in Section IV, we will focus on improving the FGS performance under UPP by applying different
levels of protection within the FGS enhancement-layer using
FGLP.
It is important to mention that the FGS coding scheme employed in the previous evaluation does not address frame-rate
scalability, such that the reconstructed video from an embedded FGS bit-stream has the same frame-rate regardless
of the bit-rate. Recently, in MPEG-4, a combination of FGS
with temporal-scalability, referred to as hybrid SNR-temporal
scalability [24], has been introduced to allow trade offs between individual image quality (SNR) and motion-smoothness
(increased frame-rate). This mechanism further improves the
error resilience of FGS under UPP by allowing the B-frames
to be coded as part of the enhancement-layer [25]. In this way,
only the I- and P-frames of the FGS base-layer need to be
protected.

6Note that the packets used for Internet video streaming are large (i.e., contain
a considerable part of an image) and thus the error concealment techniques are
less effective than in the case of bit-errors or smaller packets.

IV. FGS RESILIENCE UNDER FINE GRAINED LOSS PROTECTION
(FGLP) OF THE ENHANCEMENT LAYER
A. Framework for the Computation of EP Under FGLP
As shown in Section III, providing higher levels of protection
for the base-layer of FGS streams (i.e., UPP) leads to significant
packet-loss resilience. In this section, we build on this result by
evaluating FGS resilience under UPP within the enhancementlayer.
Under FGLP, the enhancement-layer is partitioned into an arbitrary number of embedded sublayers. Therefore, there are a
layers (one base plus the enhancement sublayers),
total of
.7
where each sublayer has its own EP,
In the sequel, an analytical framework is developed for the
under different FGLP-strategies.
is a
computation of
function of the transmission bandwidth, number of packets in
each sublayer, the overall EP value under consideration and last
but not least, the error protection strategy adopted for that layer.
As mentioned above, we first extend the EP analysis tool to the
FGLP strategy.
The generic equation employed for the effective packet-loss
, with
computations is
the total bandwidth available at transmission time;
the overall EP;
,
the rate of the th enhancement sublayer;
the base-layer rate;
the EP of sublayer .
is the FGS enhancement layer rate that can be sent
Then, if
at transmission time

For simplicity, the EPs of the different layers can be expressed in
,
terms of the EP of the first enhancement sublayer
, if
, and
and
.
7It is important to note that in this section, the enhancement sublayer k does
not represent an FGS bit-plane, but a portion of the enhancement layer containing a certain number of packets, to which the same priority has been assigned. Thus, depending on the size of the various (coded) bit-planes, data from
one or more bit-planes is included in each enhancement sublayer k , and different portions of the same bit-plane can have different priorities if they lie in
different enhancement sublayers.
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Then, the generic equation above becomes

This equation provides a generic framework for expressing the
EPs of the different FGS sublayers under a wide range of finegrained protection strategies. Below, we derive special cases
from this generic expression.
• The Equal Packet-loss Protection (EPP) scenario: In
the EPP-case, all layers (including the base-layer) are
,
), and thus:
equally protected (i.e.,

• The Unequal Packet-loss Protection (UPP) scenarios:
In the UPP case, we distinguished three different scenarios.
Case UPP_A (EPP within the enhancement-layer—
Worst protection case for the FGS enhancement,
layer): The base-layer is fully protected
and the enhancement sublayers are equally protected
. In this case,
and
, leading to
. This particular UPP case was described in detail in Section III-C.
Case UPP_B (Example of realistic FGLP strategy).
and
The base-layer is fully protected
the protection of each more significant enhancement sublayer increases with a factor of e.g.,
, leading to
and
. Thus,
.
, the enhancement-layer has just one
If
protection strategy, and in this case UPP_A and UPP_B
are identical. It is important to remember here that
is used as a measure of the packet-loss protection
that should be provided for a given sublayer . The
is, the lower protection is given to the
higher
corresponding sublayer .
Case UPP_C (Ideal protection strategy for FGS):
The base-layer is fully protected and all the errors are
clustered in the least-significant enhancement sublayers
, and
),
(
and
leading to
.
and
Consequently,
. in the previous formula is defined as
being the largest integer smaller or equal to , for which the
is smaller than 100%. Moreover, it can also be
resulting
.
seen that UPP_A is a subcase of UPP_C, when
In the sequel of this section, we want to determine from a
theoretical standpoint the efficiency of the previously described
protection strategies. For this analysis, we assumed for simplicity8 that each sublayer has the same bit-rate, i.e.,
8However, other protection strategies can also be envisaged. For example, to
each bit-plane a different EP can be assigned.

Fig. 6. Packet-loss ratios of each sublayer EP(k ) for the three UPP-strategies.

. In this case, the enhancement sublayer does not represent an FGS bit-plane, but a portion of the enhancement layer containing a certain number of
packets, to which the same priority has been assigned. Thus,
depending on the size of the various (coded) bit-planes, data
from one or more bit-planes is included in each enhancement
sublayer , and different portions of the same bit-plane can
have different priorities if they are in different enhancement sublayers. Furthermore, for the UPP_B protection strategy, is set
to a value of 2 in the experiments presented in Section IV-C,
i.e., a doubling protection strategy is implemented. For
and
,
in the
UPP_B case becomes
and
, while in the UPP_C scenario,
.
for each sublayer is portrayed for all three
In Fig. 6, the
,
,
UPP strategies introduced above—
. The plot is given for a number of enhanceand
ment sublayers equal to 17. It is important to mention that
independent of the UPP-strategy adopted, the area below
,
, or
its corresponding function—
, is the same and equals
.
or is very large,
Moreover, for the two extreme limits —
the UPP_B case approaches UPP_A and UPP_C, respectively.
In Section IV-C, the theoretical performance under losses for
these three UPP strategies is determined. In practice, while the
ideal UPP_C case cannot easily be realized, the doubling priority strategy adopted in the UPP_B scenario can be accomplished by employing for instance the unequal FEC, as proposed in Section IV-D. Therefore, the performance analysis in
Section IV-C is meant to demonstrate that the realistic FGLP
scenario of UPP_B does lead to a very similar performance
(under losses) to that of the ideal UPP_C case. Moreover, in Section IV-B, we determine the level of granularity necessary to obtain a good performance under FGLP (for the practical UPP_B
scenario).
B. Optimal Granularity for FGLP
Let us assume that in the UPP_B case, each sublayer is made
of a single packet of size . Each packet includes 1) the FGS
, and 2) the packet overhead9
. Therefore,
payload
. Then, if an FGS enhancement-layer frame
9The packet overhead typically consists of the total IP, UDP, and RTP packet
overhead.
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, its corresponding number of packets equals
. Consequently, also
represents the number of FGS sublayers.
It becomes therefore clear that depending on the packet-size
, and the corresponding value, the level of protection of the
various sublayers (packets) in the UPP_B case also varies. To
function is plotted for
illustrate this, in Fig. 7, the
bytes,
various FGS payload sizes—
bytes and
bytes and their corresponding number
of sublayers— , , and , respectively. The packet overis the same in all cases and equals 40 bytes. To
head
functions corresponding to the
be able to compare the
three packet-sizes, we plotted them with respect to the same
coordinates system. Therefore, the unit used for each sublayer
on the horizontal axis is equal to the smallest packet-size conbytes. Hence, since e.g.,
has
sidered, i.e.,
, it corresponds to two units (i.e., two
twice the size of
) on the horizontal axis. Thus, for
,
sublayers of size
(on the horizontal axis) have
two consecutive units of size
the same EP-value, since they appertain to a single packet. For
, four consecutive units of size
have the
same EP-value.
- functions of the
Furthermore, the areas below the
three shown FGS payloads are the same. From Fig. 7, the following observations can be made.
1) A smaller packet-size (i.e., larger ) leads to very good
protection of the first packets that contain the most significant bitplane(s) and to very limited protection for the
last packets containing the least significant bitplane(s).
2) Conversely, a larger packet-size (i.e., smaller ) leads to
more uniform protection between the packets.
Another observation that can be made is that even though
, and
is constant,
is smaller than
, due to the packet overhead
. Therefore, a smaller
packet-size leads to more granularity, but also to increased
overhead which reduces the effective FGS payload data.
As will be seen in Section IV-C, for a given bit-rate and EP, an
optimal packet-size can be determined for which the best FGLP
performance under UPP_B can be obtained.
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has the size

C. Simulation Results
To evaluate the packet-loss resilience of FGS under the finegrained protection framework derived above, the same conditions as the ones described in Section III-B were employed.
Fig. 8 shows the performance of FGS under the three cases of
fine-grained UPP scenarios outlined above (UPP_A, UPP_B,
and UPP_C) for EPs of 1%, 5%, and 10%. From the plots, it
is clear that FGS packet loss-resilience can be improved by employing UPP within the enhancement-layer. Depending on the
protection strategy employed, the FGS rate-distortion performance under heavy losses (i.e., high packet-loss ratios) can vary
considerably. In many instances, the UPP_B case has a similar
performance to the ideal UPP_C case. This makes the protection
strategy of UPP_B an attractive alternative since it is relatively
easy to realize, and it also provides a very good performance.
The FGLP strategy is especially valuable for high packet-loss
ratios, where one can observe a large difference between the two

Fig. 7. Effective packet-loss ratios of each sublayer E(k ) dependent on the
packet-size.

extreme cases: UPP_A (worst-case for FGS enhancement-layer)
and UPP_C (ideal-case for FGS enhancement-layer).
Based on these results, an important conclusion of our study
is that UPP between the base and enhancement-layer and also
within the enhancement-layer represent an important mechanism for improving the resilience of the FGS video codec. This
is further emphasized in Table I, which summarizes the results
obtained with the various protection mechanisms. From Table I,
it becomes clear that the proposed FGLP strategies are especially beneficial for moderate to high packet-losses, i.e., 5–10%.
To determine the extent to which the fine granularity in loss
protection leads to an improved quality (see Section IV-B),
simulations with various packet-sizes have been performed.
A subset of the results is presented in Fig. 9, where the
performance for the sequence Foreman coded with enhancebytes is shown for
ment-layer frames of size
various packet-sizes at various EP ratios. (The packet-size
employed for the base-layer is not relevant in this context, since
for UPP, the base-layer is entirely protected.)
From Fig. 9, two interesting observations can be made. At low
), a larger packet-size has the
packet-loss ratios (e.g.,
best performance and conversely, at higher packet-loss ratios,
smaller packet-sizes give better performance. This trend could
be expected based on the conclusion drawn in Section IV-B,
since for low packet-losses, FGS benefits from the relatively
reduced EP of the less significant (i.e., higher) layers. Conversely, at high packet-loss ratios, the chance of losing packets
is high, and thus the better protection provided by a smaller
packet-size to the first packets (see Fig. 7 and Section IV-B) is
beneficial. However, due to the associated packetization overhead, the optimal performance is not always obtained for the
smallest packet-size. Also, a very large packet-size could lead
to unwanted packet fragmentation events by the network layer
[11]. Therefore, as illustrated by Fig. 9, a packet-size of 492
, like that used for the simulations in Sections III
bytes
and IV, is a reasonable size for FGS packetization.
At this point it is important to mention that the proposed
FGLP strategy provides a good solution also from a resource
allocation perspective. The complexity of the FGS decoder
increases as a function of the bit-rate: as the number of decoded bit-planes increases, the computational complexity and
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Fig. 8. Performance results of FGS packet-loss resilience with various UPP protection strategies.

TABLE I
PERFORMANCE OF THE VARIOUS PROTECTION STRATEGIES
“COASTGUARD”-SEQUENCE AT 1000 KBIT/S

FOR

Fig. 9. Impact of the packet-size on the performance.

memory bandwidth access of the decoder increase more than
linearly. This is because the less significant bit-planes have
higher entropy and thus they need to be compressed using more
bits. Hence, the FGS structure has also the inherent property
of being complexity scalable with the number of decoded
bit-planes. This complexity scalability when combined with
the proposed FGLP protection mechanism provides a good resource allocation trade off—the most significant bit-planes are
decoded more reliably and require less decoding complexity.
D. FGLP Protection Using FEC
In Section IV-C, the packet-loss resilience of FGS under
the fine-grained protection framework has been theoretically
derived. However, to provide various levels of protection
for the various FGS sublayers, different techniques can be

employed, such as retransmission, unequal FEC, distribution
through channels with different packet-loss characteristics,
or the packet replication technique proposed in [22]. If the
proposed FGLP strategy is implemented using retransmission,
only a negligible amount of overhead is necessary to ensure
various levels of protection between the different layers and
thus, to a large degree, the results portrayed in Fig. 8 still
hold. Although retransmission based packet loss recovery can
be easily employed for unicast applications, it may not be
feasible to use retransmission for IP multicast applications
(due to the potential implosion of NACK messages at the
server). Therefore, it is important to evaluate the FGLP strategy
under FEC packet loss protection. When the FGLP strategy is
implemented using FEC, the transmission bandwidth is shared
between the video data payload and the FEC, and thus the
theoretical performance displayed in the plots of Fig. 8 can no
longer be achieved.
Hence, in the sequel, we evaluate the performance of the
FGLP implementation using FEC. In the Internet engineering
task force (IETF), both generic [17] and RS [18] FEC have
been proposed for enabling different levels of protection. In this
paper, RS codes have been used for the realization of the FEC
due to their flexibility. For our simulations, we used the RS design and corresponding two-state Markov channel model described in [7] and [26]. RS codes can be employed for protecting
packets against loss if the codewords are formed across inforredundancy
mation (i.e., containing video payload) and
packets are
packets, as portrayed in Fig. 10. The resulting
called block of packets (BOP). It is important to note that the
video payload packets can be entirely reconstructed from any
subset of at least correctly received packets using erasure decoding. Further, depending on the number of packets per BOP,
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q

Fig. 10. FEC across packets according to [7], [26]. The video bitstream is written line-wise into -packets. Additionally
codewords column-wise. All
packets together form one BOP.

m

Fig. 11.

Transmission of an FGS stream containing

, the packet-size and the transmission bit-rate and frame-rate,
a different number of frames will be grouped together in a BOP.
RS code is based on the probaThe performance of an
bility that the lost video packets cannot be reconstructed, which
packets are
is given by the probability that more than
lost. This probability can be computed based on the probability
of packets being lost within a block of
packets.
for a
(A derivation of the block error mass function
two-state Markov packet-loss model of the Internet can be found
to [26].) For the packetization, we multiplex the FGS enhancement-layer bit-planes for a set of frames into a single BOP,
as shown in Fig. 11. Then, each bit-plane is filled into
packets, and
packets are filled with channel redundancy. Therefore, determines the protection level of bit-plane
, and
is the code rate for this bit-plane. Hence, for
determines the level of
a given BOP size , the code rate
protection needed for each sublayer (i.e., in this case bitplane
). Below, we briefly describe how to determine the code rate
for a given bitplane . This enables us to evaluate the performance of the different packet loss protection strategies. (For
more details regarding the probabilistic model for packet losses,
the reader is referred to [26].)
Let us now assume that the total number of bit-planes to be
transmitted is BP. Then, each bit-plane , with
, will include one or more unrecoverable packets if the number
of lost packets in the BOP satisfies the following relationship:

m 0 q packets are generated by forming

n = 3 bit-planes.

. Hence, the probability
that bit-plane will
encounter one or more unrecoverable losses can be computed
. Although not explicitly shown,
as
, and consequently , is a
it is important to note that
function of the packet loss ratio PLR. (In [26] PLR is referred
.)
to as the average packet loss probability
Assume now that we apply the FGLP protection strategy described in Section IV-A by assigning to each bit-plane a different
protection. Hence, in the case of the UPP_B protection strategy,
if we let each bit-plane has ten times as good protection as the
, then
. Then,
next less significant bit-plane
we need to determine for each bit-plane , the relative code rate
that provides the desired FGLP protection strategy. Thus, for a
particular enhancement-layer protection (represented by the pa, we
rameter ) and a given average packet-loss probability
,
determine such that
where is the probability of having one or more unrecoverable
lost packets within the most significant bitplane (i.e., sublayer 1
in this case). Consequently, from we can determine the code
rate .
We compare the various enhancement-layer protection
strategies under the assumption that the base-layer is fully
protected in all cases. Assume that the total enhancement-layer
and the enhancement-layer contains BP
rate equals
,
. To enable the UPP_B
bit-planes of rate
protection strategy of Section IV-A, a different level of protec-
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Fig. 12. Performance results of the UPP_B FGLP protection strategy using FEC for its implementation. In the UPP_A case, there is no protection for the
enhancement-layer.

tion is assigned to each bit-plane . The level of protection is
determined by the amount of channel coding assigned to each
bit-plane, given by the code rate (see Fig. 11). Consequently,
, where
is the video payload bitrate for each bit-plane and the code
are determined for the UPP_B protection strategy as
rates
previously explained. For the UPP_A case, where the entire
FGS-layer is unprotected, no channel coding is added and thus
,
, and there is no overhead due to channel
coding. To perform a fair comparison between UPP_A and
UPP_B, the average packet-loss probability for UPP_B, i.e.,
, should be equal with the packet-loss probability of UPP_A.
The PSNR plots for the UPP_A and UPP_B FGLP cases
are portrayed in Fig. 12. The plots of Fig. 12 have been de, a probability of having one
termined for a BOP of
or more unrecoverable lost packets within the most significant
and an average packet-loss probability
bitplane
. (These parameters have been chosen according
to the typical packet-loss rates over the Internet.) Due to the
random nature of Internet packet losses and their impact on
compressed video, at each tested bit-rate 50 different runs of the
experiments were conducted for each FGS stream. The results
portrayed in Fig. 12 show that FEC is indeed a useful mechanism for achieving FGLP within the enhancement-layer. The
FEC-based FGLP strategy is especially useful for increasing
the robustness of FGS streams under high packet-losses. It is
important to note that an improved PSNR performance can be
obtained by determining the FEC codes that lead to the best
overhead versus robustness trade off. However, the best trade
off needs to be determined individually for a particular transmission bit-rate and average packet loss rate and is beyond the
scope of this paper.
Further, it is important to mention that improved results can
be obtained by grouping video payload packets from nonadjacent frames, i.e., interleaving, in a single BOP packet. In this
way, the visual disturbance introduced by loosing a bit-plane
for the entire set of frames within a BOP is limited. However,
this interleaving procedure results in an additional delay and increased buffer requirements at the receiving end. Nevertheless,
this forms an interesting topic for further research.

V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the robustness of the recently adopted MPEG-4
FGS coding scheme under Internet packet losses has been
evaluated. Extensive simulations10 performed at a variety of
bit-rates and packet-loss ratios demonstrated clearly the error
resilience of FGS. Comparisons conducted with NS MPEG-4
streams under EPP revealed the FGS performance superiority
under moderate-to-high packet-loss ratios. Moreover, under
UPP, the FGS streams are less visually affected by packet-losses
than the NS streams. This conclusion is of extreme importance
because it shows that despite the fact that FGS has a lower
performance than the NS MPEG-4 coder under ideal network
conditions without losses, it has a much better resilience to
Internet packet-losses especially under UPP.
To exploit the excellent performance of FGS under UPP as
well as its fine-granularity, we introduced the FGLP strategy
for the enhancement-layer. In addition, a generic analytical
framework has been developed for evaluating FGLP bounds.
The results indicate that FGLP for the FGS enhancement-layer
can provide significant resilience under moderate-to-high
packet-loss ratios (e.g., 5–10%). Also, it was established that
for a given bit-rate and EP, an optimal packet-size can be
determined for which the best FGLP performance can be
obtained.
It is important to mention that the FGLP framework introduced in this paper can also be successfully employed for improving the Internet packet-loss resilience of alternative scalable
coding schemes [13], [14]. The proposed FGLP scheme is especially useful for Internet multicast applications where different
users are subject to different channel qualities and no feedback
channel can be employed.
The combination of the novel FGLP protection strategy with
FEC mechanisms that provide different levels of protection for
the various layers has also been evaluated. The simulation results indicate a good performance for the FGLP strategy under
high packet-losses.
10Our

study involved more then 5000 simulation runs.
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There are many techniques for the design and implementation of packet-loss resilient FGS base-layer and single-layer NS
decoders. For example, the simplest alternative is to freeze the
last correctly decoded picture until a new intra-coded frame is
received. One major disadvantage of this alternative is that it ignores all of the correct packets received after the lost packet, and
therefore the decoder does not take advantage of a large amount
of uncorrupted data. This could lead to freezing a picture for
up to several seconds. Since the impact of packet-loss events
on video quality is greatly influenced by the level of protection
supported by the video stream and the corresponding decoder,
in our approach we provided three levels of loss-protection and
concealment for the FGS base-layer and NS streams. In addition
to the sequence header (i.e., sequence-layer resilience), protection at the following levels is provided:
1) GOP (Group Of Pictures)—the propagation-effect of
a packet-loss event is stopped by periodically intracoded pictures in the stream.
2) VOP (Video Object Plane)—by allowing packets to
contain data from only one VOP, the synchronization is
always regained at the next VOP. (VOP is an MPEG-4
video picture.)
3) Video-Packets are the data between two resynchronization markers. Error concealment is supported using
resynchronization markers at the beginning of every
packet. Therefore, when a packet is lost, the following
packets can be used to decode the remainder of the
picture. The lost part of the picture is copied from the
corresponding area of the previous frame. This very
simple error concealment technique was determined
to have the best tradeoff between enhanced visual
quality and decoder complexity [15]. For FGS, if a
packet within an enhancement-layer frame is lost, the
remainder packets associated with that frame are also
discarded.
In [26], the same protection levels were used for comparing
the performance of the NS H.263 and the spatio-temporal scalable coder. However, it is important to note that H.263 adopts
a resynchronization marker after a fixed number of blocks, referred to as groups of blocks (GOBs). This procedure leads to
a variable length per GOB, depending on the activity within
the GOB, bit-rates etc., and therefore, the resynchronization
markers are unevenly spaced throughout the bitstream. On the
contrary, the MPEG-4 resynchronization marker is inserted at
almost fixed positions in the bitstream. The advantage of this
approach is that certain portions of the scene, like high motion
areas, which are more susceptible to errors, are easier to conceal
with the MPEG-4 approach.
It is also important to note that other MPEG-4 error resilience
tools like data partitioning, reversible VLCs, and adaptive intrarefresh methods are not very useful in this study due to the typical size of an IP packet, which can carry a large portion of a
VOP. Therefore, these resilience tools were not employed in our
study. However, if a feedback channel is available, more sophisticated error resilient coding methods can be used [21].

The authors would like to thank C. Dufour from Philips
LEP for providing the error concealment mechanism for the
NS codec and numerous useful suggestions. Also, they would
like to thank J. Lan, L. Boland, and L. Boroczky from Philips
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the three anonymous reviewers who provided excellent and
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